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C H A P T E R 4

Rivers into Roads: 
The Terrestrialisation of a South-east Asian 
River Delta
Philip Taylor

Vietnam’s lower Mekong delta is a unique human environment, where 
life for 17 million people centres around a vast and intricate system 
of rivers and canals. !e majority of the population resides along the 
banks of freshwater courses in a pattern of continuous ribbon-like 
settlement. Confluences form the heart of settlements where markets, 
religious institutions, and administrative buildings cluster. Settlement is 
open, solidarity loose, and mobility high. A large, continuously floating 
population reside, work, and move around the network of waterways in 
a rich variety of boats and floating structures.

!is pattern of settlement developed over several hundred years 
of ethnic Chinese, Vietnamese, and French colonisation, when trade 
made waterways the hubs of human activity, and waterborne transport 
was dominant. !e elevated banks of the canals, which were dug for 
military, communications, and agricultural drainage and irrigation 
purposes, became the preferred place of residence for migrants, who 
came to the area to exploit new agricultural opportunities. !is pattern 
is also attributable to the annual floods that cover much of the delta in 
up to three metres of water, and make the raised banks of canals the 
only safe places to settle. Stilt houses, raised high on melaleuca poles, 
were the principal form of residence, and these are still found in the 
western delta, where the flood waters are the highest. To this day, quite 
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a few of the largest provincial capitals cannot be accessed by road on a 
year-round basis. Dozens of villages can only ever be reached by boat. 
!e Ca Mau Cape is only accessible by long-distance boat services. 
For several months each year, a large proportion of the residents of the 
western delta must travel by boat.

However, the delta’s unique landscape has been changing in recent 
years because of the accelerated expansion of road infrastructure. Such 
developments are not only unprecedented in scope and expenditure, 
but entail a profound spatial reorientation, by which roads have come 
to displace rivers as the economic, social, and cultural centres of the 
delta. One of the features of this transition is a reorientation of the 
region’s major transport corridors away from rivers to roads. !e road 
from Phnom Penh to Ho Chi Minh City is being widened and im-
proved, opening up a land-based route from the apex of the delta and 
Cambodia’s main river port to the sea at Vung Tau. A bridge across 
the Mekong River at My !uan was completed in 2000. Another, 
now under construction at Can !o, will provide the first continuous 
overland route into the western Mekong delta from Vietnam. !ese 
bridge projects complement a major program to upgrade National 
Highway One to the Ca Mau Cape, which will comprise the region’s 
main land transport artery.

A massive program of public works is under way to extend and 
improve the network of subsidiary roads that link the delta’s provincial, 
district, and commune centres. Further trans-Mekong bridges are 
under way and planned for Rach Mieu (linking Tien Giang and Ben 
Tre provinces) and Vam Cong (linking Dong !ap and An Giang). 
Hundreds of smaller bridges, many with spans exceeding 100 metres, 
have been built, rebuilt, or upgraded. A reorientation is taking place 
within settlements, away from the waterways at their heart towards 
the emerging alternative grid of roads. !e canals and river banks 
in the centre of towns have been cleared of stilt houses, boat-based 
river dwellers, markets, and cross-river ferry services. Markets that 
once formed the focal point of these settlements are being relocated 
away from water confluences to less populated areas. Townhouse and 
high-rise apartment complexes have been developed around these new 
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land-based commercial centres. Administrative buildings have been 
moved from their waterside locations and rebuilt along the roads.

Settlement is also being elevated high above the water level. Silt 
is dredged out of canals to heighten their banks for the construction 
of all-weather roads and flood-resistant settlements. Roads that tower 
metres above the rice paddies have become the preferred place of 
residence in the floodprone western parts of the delta. Wooden stilt 
houses have given way to brick and mortar houses, which are built 
along the roads on platforms of reclaimed silt. New market centres in 
flood-a"ected districts, such as Tam Nong, are constructed on infilled 
silt, basalt, and gravel. In seaside towns such as Rach Gia, land is being 
reclaimed from the sea.

At core, this comprises a profound spatial reorientation away from 
waterways and towards roads and land-based social infrastructure. How 
is one to explain this transition in people’s relationship to water? Who 
is responsible for this shift away from an entire way of life, and what 
values motivate their actions? Given the dislocations incurred by many 
locals, one might logically look to extralocal agents as drivers of this 
transformation. !is chapter1 will explore the actions and motivations 
of both international and national agencies, who are spearheading the 
transition to land-based infrastructure. Yet the chapter also introduces 
evidence that shows one should not discount local agency. In account-
ing for the role played by locals, an apparent paradox is encountered: 
how to account for actions that radically transform a way of life in terms 
of the cultural values that themselves derive from that way of life?

FOREIGN DONORS

Most of the larger road infrastructure projects in the Mekong delta are 
funded by international donors. !ese include multilateral agencies, 
such as the World Bank, regional multilateral organisations, such as 
the Asian Development Bank, and bilateral aid organisations, such as 
AusAID and the Japanese Aid program. Let us consider the rationale 
given by some representative agencies for their support for road devel-
opments in the Mekong delta.
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!e World Bank’s objective in Vietnam is ambitious and trans-
formative: to introduce market liberalisation to the country and 
promote integration with the world economy, which is held to be the 
key to economic growth and the betterment of the people. In a recent 
bank-funded study of Vietnam’s transport sector, the lack of year-round 
access to roads in places such as the Mekong delta was held to be an 
inhibitor of market integration, development, and equity.2 According 
to this vision, the development of roads such as the national highway 
to Ca Mau, which the bank has funded to the tune of 110 million US 
dollars, will catalyse economic development, facilitate opening to the 
global economy, reduce rural isolation, connect rural areas to urban 
areas (conceived of as economic growth engines and gateways to trade), 
promote internal integration, overcome urban–rural inequalities, pro-
mote mobility for the rural poor, and provide investment opportunities 
for the private sector in the transport sector itself.3

!e Asian Development Bank justifies its road-building push in 
terms of a post-conflict Greater Mekong subregion, in which the market 
economy can now thrive, and trade can bring people together, where 
once they fought. Massive infrastructure projects, such as the Phnom 
Penh–Ho Chi Minh City highway, promote economic cooperation, 
boost further the market economy, and bring tangible benefits to 
those living along them.4 !e 90 million Australian dollar My !uan 
bridge was positioned by the foreign donor AusAID as a way to con-
nect residents of the delta to markets. As Australia’s Foreign Minister 
announced, when opening the bridge in 2000, ‘!e My !uan Bridge 
links the rice bowl of Vietnam to the rest of the country and will help 
farmers get their produce to Ho Chi Minh City more quickly and 
e"ectively.’  5 A report by a Japanese policy institute concluded that the 
combined e"ects of the Australian-funded My !uan bridge and the 
World Bank-funded highway improvement between Ho Chi Minh 
City and the Mekong delta city of Can !o led to a rise in the GDP 
of Can !o, boosted its industrial production, raised the city’s income 
earned from tourism, and also probably reduced poverty.6

!ese development agencies have constructed the Mekong delta 
as an unconnected zone in need of a technical fix to bring it into the 
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capitalist world economy. In this view, the delta’s waterways have been 
depicted as impediments to development. !e constructionist agenda of 
such agencies rests on a misleading image of the delta as a ‘backwater’, 
when it is actually a very well-connected place. Watercourses form the 
major communications and transport arteries of the region. !ousands 
of kilometres of riverine transport arteries link the region with the 
world’s sea routes, with the Vam Co and Dong Nai river systems to the 
north and to Tonle Sap lake in Cambodia. All of the provincial capitals 
are simultaneously river ports. Because this is a major trading region, 
a large number of people are constantly on the move, trading goods 
between settlements and markets. People also move around as transport 
workers, in search of employment, as inward, outward, and internal 
migrants, and for religious and leisure purposes.

Although connection is the pretext of much foreign infrastructure 
development, many people have in fact been isolated by new road im-
provements, when once they benefited by being located alongside rivers. 
Among the many losers in the new landward push are cross-river ferry 
operators, long-distance boat services, passenger and goods transport 
ports, and riverside market vendors. A great many farmers have gone 
from being well-connected waterside cosmopolitans to remote dwellers, 
as roads have become the new centres of transport, commerce, and 
cultural exchange, and the waterways have been reduced to the func-
tions of irrigation, residence, and domestic use. Other losers include 
cities such as Cao Lanh, a once bustling hub of interprovincial tra#c 
marginalised by the My !uan bridge development, and provinces 
such as Ben Tre, a waterbound island, sidelined by the land-based 
communications network that now encircles it.

Proponents of road development also make the case that such 
infrastructure will facilitate the introduction of a market economy to 
the region, a point that glosses over the marketing and trade economy 
that has existed in the delta for hundreds of years.7 Within the region, 
there is little to indicate that the lack of roads has been an impediment 
to exports or investment in industry. !e province that has led the 
nation in rice exports in recent years, An Giang, lies across not one 
but two major branches of the delta. !is province has a dynamic 
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aquaculture and trading sector, and a per capita GDP that in 1998 
exceeded the national average.8 !e delta’s waterways provide the 
infrastructure for extremely diverse local economic activity: agriculture, 
transport, marketing, trade, aquaculture, fishing, processing, and 
services. A host of aquatic life is exploited in a range of fishing and 
trapping methods, and raised industrially in ponds and floating cages. 
Much of this output is exported from the region along the self-same 
waterways.

To the extent that the introduction of road infrastructure suc-
ceeds in inciting further marketisation, this may not be a beneficial 
outcome. According to the UNDP, the delta has the worst education 
and health services in the country, and the provinces like An Giang 
that do well in exports of commercial agriculture do badly in terms 
of these other human development indicators.9 !e delta’s exposure 
to the market economy has had devastating e"ects. From the late 
1990s into the early 2000s, the whole region was depressed by low 
commodity prices and prey to fluctuations in the price of rice and 
other commodities. Exposure to the market has been a story of boom 
and bust that has caused landlessness and dislocation. Rice farming, 
that exemplary export-based agricultural activity, is considered by its 
primary producers as a loss-making venture, one that only yields profits 
to those further up the financing, processing, and marketing chain.10 If 
the big infrastructural push into the delta succeeds in stimulating the 
process of market relations, it may only accelerate indebtedness and 
land loss, causing further dislocation to the intended ‘beneficiary’ of all 
this development: the Mekong delta farmer.

THE NATIONAL AGENDA

!e national government is another significant protagonist in the 
development of land-based communications infrastructure in the 
Mekong delta. !e Vietnamese government requests and collaborates 
in foreign-funded infrastructure projects, and must meet loan repay-
ments.11 !e government has also put aside a substantial proportion of 
national, provincial, and local budgets to build and upgrade roads and 
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bridges connecting the smaller urban centres in the delta. What factors 
lie behind the state’s support of this terrestrial infrastructural boost?

One reason for the government’s emphasis on roads is national 
security. !e branches of the Mekong delta o"er locals better access 
to Cambodia than to the national capital, posing a strategic challenge 
to central state control. Areas remote from the national capital, such 
as the Central Highlands and the Mekong delta, have a long history 
of religious or ethnically inspired resistance to the government. In the 
precolonial and early colonial periods, it was the waterways themselves 
that answered this security imperative. !e Vinh Te canal, for instance, 
provided troop access in a contested frontier zone. By the Republican 
era (1955–75), the state’s focus in maintaining security had shifted 
very much to roads, which were built up for rapid troop transport and 
to connect urban centres in a countryside dominated by a guerrilla 
insurgency. In the present era, this national security focus remains 
strong. !e recent concerted push in the name of ‘rural development’ 
to extend physical infrastructure such as roads into remote areas, along 
with marketplaces, hospitals, and schools, is a measure designed, to a 
significant extent, to promote social inclusion and cultural integration 
in the face of the potentially dangerous sociocultural rifts that have 
opened up in recent years.

!e concern to build roads in the Mekong delta also represents 
an attempt by a central state to abolish ‘backwardness’ in localities that 
lack self-evident symbols of modernity. In 2003, the Deputy Minister 
of Transport called for all of Vietnam’s communes to have roads to 
their centres by 2005; the newspaper that carried this report noted that 
153 of the country’s 269 communes lacking roads to their centres were 
found in the Mekong delta.12 !e Ninth Party Congress included in its 
2001–2010 socioeconomic development strategy the planned elimina-
tion of bamboo ‘monkey bridges’, the practical structures that provide 
passage across the delta’s countless smaller waterways.13 Quite apart from 
being unachievable, the setting of these development targets suggests 
that the water-based way of life of the Mekong delta has not been fully 
grasped in o#cial consciousness as a valid cultural accomplishment. 
!e Mekong delta’s diverse religious and ethnic subcultures are further 
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examples frequently cited by Vietnam’s leaders and urban-based intel-
lectuals as evidence of the delta’s perceived lack of modernity.14

Former imperial centres — the Nguyen court, followed by the 
French colonialists — described their own initiatives in the Mekong 
delta in similar terms, as civilisational ventures that very often mini-
malised evidence of the cultural accomplishments of their predecessors. 
When !oai Ngoc Hau (an agent of the Vietnamese court who oversaw 
the incorporation of Cambodian lands in the early nineteenth century) 
arrived in the region, he declared himself the first person to ever set 
foot in this area.15 !e French also construed the canal system that 
they extended in the Mekong delta in the late nineteenth century as a 
singular manifestation of progress, despite the existence of several sig-
nificant canals in the region built by both the Khmer and Vietnamese.16 
Today, the construction of bridges in this river delta is again taken as 
a conquest of nature. !e coconut palm-lined canals that constitute 
the basis for settlement are frequently mistaken as natural (tu nhien) 
watercourses rather than the work of human hands. !is is perhaps 
because of their irregularity, the soft and organic nature of their edges, 
and their propensity to overflow their banks.

!e state’s attempts to assert control in the delta through the 
building of roads has been made ine"ective by the annual rising up of 
the Mekong. Each time this happens, road travel is impossible in much 
of the region. Severe floods in recent years caused damage to markets, 
schools, and houses. Hundreds of thousands of square metres of road 
surfacing were also swept away. Coming from beyond the borders and 
causing significant loss of human life, the recent floods delivered a rebu" 
to state attempts to impose mastery over the environment through the 
introduction of land-based public works. !e Mekong River’s flood 
cycle is probably one of the chief reasons that the delta continues to 
be seen in deficit of modernity or in urgent need of development. 
Yet local people’s response to the floods has been to continue a viable 
way of life, whose strength is its adaptation to a distinctive ecological 
rhythm. !e profusion of water craft and water-based livelihoods in the 
thriving trade centre of Chau Doc does not signal locals’ failure to be 
up to date with the rest of the country. Rather, theirs is an adaptation to 
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a long-term seasonal flood cycle that has been entirely consistent with 
the kind of market-based society that foreign development agencies 
and, more recently, the government have promoted as exemplary of 
modernity.

!e economic imperative is a significant factor behind the state’s 
support for road building in the Mekong delta. A road network is 
seen as a further step in the ‘opening’ or exploitation (khai thac) of the 
delta for national economic benefit. !e delta is seen nationally as a 
food basket, a resource frontier, a land of promise and of development 
potential. While the agricultural products of other regions of Vietnam 
are designated for local or national use, much of the produce of the 
Mekong delta is earmarked for export. Even though rice farming is a 
precarious and unsustainable way of life for local primary producers, 
the quantity of rice exported from the delta has been a source of pride to 
the national government. With the introduction of roads and planned 
industrialisation of the delta, state planners aim to augment the variety 
and value of the produce exported from the delta, a measure that aims 
to modernise, rather than challenge, a view of the delta as a zone for 
commodity extraction.

However, the environmental limits to using the delta as a dedi-
cated export region have already been seriously stretched. Rice farming 
involves heavy use of chemicals that a"ect the freshwater fish harvest. 
!e intensive agricultural exploitation of the delta has caused salinity 
and acidic build-up. !e vogue for shrimp farming has devastated 
the environment, causing coastal mangrove forests to shrink rapidly. 
Industrialisation planned for the delta will cause further pollution, 
a"ecting farming and fish raising. Many fruit trees in the middle delta 
were wiped out by the floods in 2000–02. One cause of the floods was 
the chain of identical extractive regimes right up the Mekong basin 
to Tibet, as upstream localities stripped the forest cover o" the river’s 
catchment areas. By 2004, the same downstream fruit areas were being 
impinged upon from the opposite direction by saltwater incursions 
caused by unusually low river levels — a problem that will be exacerbated 
by upstream dam building. Although the delta is frequently lauded for 
the bounty of its natural resources and contribution to national co"ers, 
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locals have su"ered most from approaches that extract from rather than 
conserve its environment.

LOCAL PERSPECTIVES

Given the dislocations to locals inherent in the combined foreign–na-
tional push to extend roads into the Mekong delta, one might expect local 
reactions to be adverse. However, local support for these developments 
has been considerable. !is raises the question: how is one to account 
for local support for fundamental changes in people’s relationship to the 
waterways, when the cultural values that inform local agency themselves 
derive from that close and longstanding relationship to water?

!e planned and large-scale shift to land-based transport in-
frastructure in the Mekong delta has been accompanied by a more 
piecemeal and spontaneous, but no less significant, popular decolonisa-
tion of the waterways. Locals have rushed to claim roadside frontage for 
their residences and businesses. Markets, warehouses, shops, transport 
services, and leisure venues, which originally hugged the river banks, 
now follow the roads. Urban centres are joined by built-up strips that 
stretch along the roadside for kilometres. Crossroads and bridges have 
replaced water confluences as delta society’s focal points. Road vehicles, 
particularly motorbikes, have replaced boats as the preferred form of 
transport.

Where a road is built along a waterway, people will literally turn 
their backs on the river. Houses are reorientated towards the road. !e 
ancestral altar and room for o"ering ritual hospitality to guests, once 
overlooking the watercourse, are rotated 180 degrees. !is turning 
away from water might be understood as a form of pragmatic indif-
ference or a coerced response to externally imposed changes. Yet local 
people’s relationship to water has always been pragmatic. In addition 
to making a home on the water, the people of the delta also drink it, 
use it for cooking, wash in it, play in it, travel along it, irrigate from 
it, and discharge wastes into it. Water is so abundant that it is taken 
for granted. A spendthrift is said to ‘spend money like water’ (xai tien 
nhu nuoc).
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!is is not to say that a spiritual attachment to water is absent. 
Yet such an attitude towards water is ambivalent. On the one hand, 
water is identified with origins, the source of life, with history and with 
kinship. !e Vietnamese see themselves as descendants of the mythical 
water-born Dragon Lord (Lac Long), and the Mekong is named the 
Nine Dragon River (Song cuu long), after the delta’s nine branches. 
Reminded of the debt owed to their parents and ancestors, children 
are enjoined when drinking water to remember its source (uong nuoc 
nho nguon). !e term nuoc for water also means country or homeland. 
And, despite the recent advent of continuous rice cropping, the largest 
religious festivals in the delta still occur at the beginning and end of the 
rains. On the other hand, local people fear water. Ba !uy (Lady Water) 
is a feared spirit who resides in water. She takes lives, and hence people 
are fearful of speaking her name and are careful to placate her. To meet 
Ba !uy means to go to your death. Frontier regions, such as in the 
mountains, forests, and the unpopulated areas of the Mekong delta are 
considered places where the water is ‘evil’ (doc), poisonous, and causing 
fevers.17 !e Mekong itself is known as a killer. In the years 2000–02, 
black and vile-smelling floodwaters killed hundreds of children. !e 
Mekong at Tam Chau ate a great bite out of the town, killing many 
people and wiping away its market.

Water is charismatic. !e richest people in the delta have long 
lived closest to the water. !e towns of the delta — centres of prosperity, 
cosmopolitan lifestyles, and cultural diversity — grew around them. 
!e waterways are e"ervescent. !ey are communications hubs, places 
where people, goods, and ideas flow and are exchanged. !e flow of 
information they sustain is the stu" of life. Confluences and the urban 
aggregations they attract, like rural festivals, are valued for their press 
of people, the intensity of communication they bring. And yet this 
is precisely why there has been significant local support for road and 
bridge building. It is not hard to find keen supporters of technologi-
cal upgrades that facilitate the intensity of communication, the mass 
concentration of sociality. No sooner is a bridge built than one finds 
people hanging out there, to meet others, watch the world go by, buy 
and sell, and to see what happens next. !e My !uan bridge, which 
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has a perpetual illegal market at its peak, has been warmly received 
exactly for this reason.

Perhaps because of the communicative e#cacy of the waterways 
they live along, people in the Mekong delta are culturally disposed 
to new developments. !ey value the new. !is explains the rapid 
uptake of new crops and new technologies, such as raising shrimp or 
floating fish cages, which have spread around the delta like wildfire. 
Road upgrading and bridge construction are the most recent cases of 
phenomena to be embraced with enthusiasm by this fashion-orientated 
society. !e My !uan bridge has become a talking point and a tourist 
attraction. Following its construction, images of the bridge appeared as 
a visual backdrop in popular love songs recorded on karaoke laser discs. 
Indeed, for many locals, the real love a"air was with the bridge itself.

Living in a region of settler colonialism and trade, the residents 
of the delta have a long history of evaluating themselves in terms of 
extralocal standards. Locals have been influenced culturally by Hindu 
and !eravada Buddhist religious culture, the seaboard cultures of 
south China, Islam, and Malay culture, Vietnamese court ideology, 
French colonialism, US modernisation, and socialist universalism. !e 
city lights shine bright in many local people’s eyes, and they daily 
watch Hong Kong and Taiwanese movies. Road technology bears 
the charisma of the foreign, just as river steamers and canal-dredging 
technology were once regarded as such. Urban centres, roads, cars, and 
bicycles are described as ‘modern’ (van minh), defined as what one finds 
in foreign countries and cities. Waterways are seen as ‘complex’ (phuc 
tap), ‘backward’ (lac hau), unhygienic, or constraining of potential. 
Some people in the western delta feel they do not measure up to a 
national standard of modernity. One cadre in Rach Gia spoke to me 
of the relief he felt at the opening of the bridge, ‘the most modern in 
Vietnam’, which he saw as a come-uppance to people from Hanoi, who 
had sneered at his rustic southern background when he was their guest 
as a regrouped soldier in the 1950s.

Local support for bridges and roads is historical. !e recent 
explosion in road building marks a return to a process that began in 
earnest in the 1960s. !ere was a pronounced shift to roads during the 
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US-sustained regime in the south. !e roads in the Mekong delta were 
some of the very best in the country. !ese strategic military corridors 
became places of concentrated refugee settlement when much of the 
countryside was subject to US aerial bombing. !ose living along 
roads had access to better government and commercial services, and 
were involved in technological transformations, such as the Green 
Revolution. Imported motorbikes became popular, and were subsidised 
in the late 1960s. Many residents of Mekong delta river ports, who were 
teenagers in the late 1960s, know little about the fine details of river 
navigation and boat maintenance. Growing up in an era that idealised 
land-based mechanised transport, locals who internalised the terrestrial 
orientation of the former regime consider the renewal of road building 
in the delta a form of self-realisation, or revival of the past, rather than 
as a challenge to local traditions.

People are also drawn to roads for the mobility they a"ord. In a 
region of migration, where settlement follows transport corridors, the 
added mobility that roads bring is a question of degree rather than an 
unprecedented development. Nevertheless, in areas where the intensity 
of road tra#c is high, concerns have been voiced about the spread of 
crime and social vices. !e number of people killed in tra#c accidents 
has also risen in tandem with road improvements and increased vehicle 
ownership. Some countermeasures occur along roads of a type or degree 
not seen in waterside settlements, such as the use of fences, barbed 
wire, locked gates, grilled windows, and proliferation of amulets, not to 
mention a build-up of shrines to tra#c victims. Some local responses to 
roads have actually slowed down the tra#c. Where roads pass through 
the heart of settlements, they have been taken over by locals for a 
range of alternative activities that directly interfere with the passage of 
through-way tra#c. Farmers dry their rice along the roads, frequently 
closing o" a lane of tra#c. Children play football on the roads, people 
manufacture goods and sell their wares there, schoolchildren walk along 
them, the elderly gather to socialise, and weddings and funerals spill out 
along them. Treating the roads, like the waterways, as multifunctional 
sources of livelihood and sociability, the people of the Mekong delta 
have recolonised the roads for the reproduction of local culture.
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Much as roads express local agency, they also reflect salient power 
di"erentials that divide the local community. For instance, it is com-
monly observed that the prime local beneficiaries of road developments 
are local authorities, whose control over construction finances and the 
location and timing of developments allows them to secure kickbacks 
and other personal benefits of an unfair and illegitimate nature. 
Another group who gain disproportionate advantage from new road 
developments are residents of the delta’s river ports, who can exploit 
their favourable access to decision-makers, information, and capital 
to purchase, develop, or speculate in roadside land. By contrast, the 
indigenous Khmer, who are predominantly poor rice farmers, rarely 
have access to the information, capital, connections, or experience 
to benefit from the development of roads through their localities. In 
several instances, road developments have dispossessed the Khmer 
from their traditional lands. Such developments have tended to bring 
new settlers into regions formerly populated mainly by the Khmer. 
!e newcomers have occupied the most favourable positions along 
roads. Vietnamese mainstream political and cultural institutions follow 
them. Schools, markets, and new cultural styles and narratives have 
been consolidated, and the e"ect has been to marginalise the Khmer 
people, swamp their culture, and make them economic dependants on 
the Vietnamese state.

In the seventeenth to twentieth centuries, consolidation of settle-
ment along a system of waterways won the Mekong delta for migrants 
from the north. !e success of ethnic Chinese and Vietnamese settlers 
in the region, relative to groups such as the Khmer, was predicated on 
a new political, social, and economic relationship to water. While the 
initiative to extend roads into the delta disrupts the adaptations many 
of these settlers have fashioned relative to the waterways, it also provides 
them opportunities to extend that advantage in new ways. At the same 
time, many of those excluded from access to the waterways are likely 
to see that exclusion continue, as roads emerge as the new centres of 
delta society.
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CONCLUSION

!e transition from a waterway-orientated to a road-based culture in 
the Mekong delta is a case study that o"ers dramatic proof that people’s 
relationship to water — intimate, intense, and involved as this may 
be — can change, and may do so rapidly and profoundly. As we have 
seen, these changes are propelled forward by powerful agents acting out 
agendas over which locals may have little control. However, enough 
evidence has been assembled to show that such change is neither simply 
an external imposition, nor inherently in violation of local ecological or 
cultural values. !e transition from rivers to roads is multicausal, and 
results, to a significant extent, from the agency of local actors.

Acknowledging a degree of local agency is not to relieve inter-
national and national development agencies from responsibility for 
the adverse consequences of the large-scale infrastructure projects they 
advocate. Similarly, one has to be aware of the extent to which these 
developments favour certain locals over others. While there are plenty 
of local boosters for road developments, there are many who neither 
benefit from nor support these developments. Attention needs to be paid 
to how such changes have an impact on the processes of dispossession 
that are ongoing in the Mekong delta. Although the transition from 
waterways to roads earns such novelty-marking labels as ‘modernisation’ 
or ‘development’, in many ways this transition does not fundamentally 
alter, and in some ways exacerbates, processes of exclusion that have 
other causes and deeper roots.
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